EYE INSTRUMENTS

www.talcindustries.com
TALC industries are proud to introduce themselves as a Manufacturer & Exporter of Top Quality Instruments. Our products are manufactured under the control of a highly professional team and under the approved quality management system ISO 9001-2008. TALC industries are FDA registered & our products are CE marked. It is our motto to manufacture high quality products and serve medical needs at the most competitive prices. At TALC industries we manufacture & supply a wide range of Surgical Instruments such as:
- General Surgery Instruments
- Gynecology Instruments,
- Orthopedics Instruments
- Neurosurgery Instruments
- Eye Instruments
- ENT instruments
- Diagnostics Instruments
- Laryngoscopes
- Dental Instruments
- Entomological Instruments,
- Forceps & Scissors of all sorts
- Hollowwares

Quality Standards

We are engaged in the manufacturing of top quality instruments and are exporting to our valued customers throughout the world. We are manufacturing instruments in a high quality controlled environment and use top quality imported machine under the supervision of fully qualified professionals. We also have top quality research lab in our facility to assess the quality of instruments at each and every stage.

Stainless Steel

We use highest quality medical grade stainless steel to produce our high quality instruments.

Customer Services

We are willing to serve your valued and prestigious company on the basis of our top quality products at competitive & reasonable prices. With in-time delivery, this is also the motto of our organization.
To See our more product’s detail and download our catalogues please go on our Company Website, www.talcindustries.com

Thanks a Lot for your Cooperation.

Business Registration No: 3380305-6
CASTROVIEJO CORNEOSCLERAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-101
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Corneoscleral Scissors small blades Right & Left.

CASTROVIEJO CORNEOSCLERAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-102
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Corneoscleral Scissors small blades Right & Left.

TROUTMAN CASTROVIEJO CORNEOSCLERAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-103
DESCRIPTION:
Troutman Castroviejo Corneoscleral Scissors with stop, small blades Right & Left.

TROUTMAN CASTROVIEJO CORNEOSCLERAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-104
DESCRIPTION:
Troutman Castroviejo Corneoscleral Scissors with stop, medium blades Right & Left.
TROUTMAN KATZIN CORNEAL TRANSPLANT SCISSORS
Art No: 900-105
DESCRIPTION:
Troutman Katzin Corneal Transplant Scissors with stop strong curve, small blades Right & Left.

RICH CORNEAL TRANSPLANT SCISSORS
Art No: 900-106
DESCRIPTION:
Rich Corneal Transplant Scissors extremely delicate, strongly curved blades For trimming the recipient corneal bed and donor button. Can also be used for open sky anterior capsulotomy Right & Left.

TERRY MICRO CORNEAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-107
DESCRIPTION:
Terry Micro Corneal Scissors with round handle for meticulous control Right & Left.

KATZIN CORNEAL TRANSPLANT SCISSORS
Art No: 900-108
DESCRIPTION:
Katzin Corneal Transplant Scissors strong curve, medium blades Right & Left.
CASTROVIEJO UNIVERSAL CORNEAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-109
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Universal Corneal Scissors curved, blunt tips, small blades.

CASTROVIEJO UNIVERSAL CORNEAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-110
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Universal Corneal Scissors curved, blunt tips, large blades.

CASTROVIEJO UNIVERSAL CORNEAL SCISSORS
Art No: 900-111
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Universal Corneal Scissors strongly curved, blunt tips, large blades.

CASTROVIEJO KERATOPLASTY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-112
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Keratoplasty Scissors angled to side, blunt tips, medium blades.
**MCPHERSON WESTCOTT CONJUNCTIVAL SCISSORS**
Art No: 900-113
DESCRIPTION:
Mcperson Westcott Conjunctival Scissors curved, blunt tips, small blades.

**WESTCOTT TENOTOMY SCISSORS**
Art No: 900-114
DESCRIPTION:
Westcott Tenotomy Scissors blunt tips, medium blades, curved.

**TIBOLT PUNCTAL SCISSORS**
Art No: 900-115
DESCRIPTION:
Tibolt Punctal Scissors one conically shaped blade with micro grooves and textured surface.
MINI WESTCOTT TENOTOMY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-117
DESCRIPTION:
Mini Westcott Tenotomy Scissors 4mm long curved blades blunt tips.

MCPHERSON WESTCOTT STITCH SCISSORS
Art No: 900-118
DESCRIPTION:
Mcpherson Westcott Stitch Scissors very sharp pointed tips, small blades, curved

WESTCOTT STITCH SCISSORS
Art No: 900-119
DESCRIPTION:
Westcott Stitch Scissors very sharp pointed tips, standard blades, curved

JAFFE STITCH SCISSORS
Art No: 900-120
DESCRIPTION:
Jaffe Stitch Scissors very sharp pointed tips medium blades, curved.
IRIS SCISSORS
Art No: 900-121
DESCRIPTION:
Iris Scissors sharp tips, small blades, straight.

IRIS SCISSORS
Art No: 900-122
DESCRIPTION:
Iris Scissors sharp tips, small blades, curved.

FINE STITCH SCISSORS
Art No: 900-123
DESCRIPTION:
Fine Stitch Scissors sharp tips, medium blades, straight.

FINE STITCH SCISSORS
Art No: 900-124
DESCRIPTION:
Fine Stitch Scissors sharp tips, medium blades, curved.
BARRAQUER IRIS SCISSORS  
Art No: 900-125  
DESCRIPTION: BarraqueR Iris Scissors blunt tips, 7mm long blades.

VANNAS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS  
Art No: 900-126  
DESCRIPTION: Castroviejo Universal Corneal Scissors curved, blunt tips, large blades.

VANNAS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS  
Art No: 900-127  
DESCRIPTION: Vannas Capsulotomy Scissors sharp tips, 5mm long blades, curved.

GILLS VANNAS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS  
Art No: 900-128  
DESCRIPTION: Gills Vannas Capsulotomy Scissors sharp tips, 7mm long blades, curved.
VANNAS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-129
DESCRIPTION:
Vannas Capsulotomy Scissors sharp tips, 5mm long blades, angled forward.

GILLS VANNAS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-130
DESCRIPTION:
Gills Vannas Capsulotomy Scissors sharp tips, 7mm long blades, angled forward.

VANNAS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-131
DESCRIPTION:
Vannas Capsulotomy Scissors sharp tips, 5mm long blades, angled to side.

GILLS VANNAS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-132
DESCRIPTION:
Gills Vannas Capsulotomy Scissors sharp tips, 7mm long blades, straight.
MCPHERSON VANNAS IRIS SCISSORS
Art No: 900-133
DESCRIPTION:
Mcpherson Vannas Iris Scissors sharp tips, curved.

KATENA VANNAS SCISSORS
Art No: 900-134
DESCRIPTION:
Katena Vannas Scissors sharp tips, extra thin 7mm long blades, straight.

KATENA VANNAS SCISSORS
Art No: 900-135
DESCRIPTION:
Vannas Capsulotomy Scissors sharp tips, 5mm long blades, curved.

KATENA VANNAS SCISSORS
Art No: 900-136
DESCRIPTION:
Katena Vannas Scissors sharp tips, extra thin 10mm long blades, curved.
STERN GILLS SCISSORS
Art No: 900-137
DESCRIPTION:
Stern Gills Scissors sharp tips, extra thin 10mm long blades, angled forward.

URIBE STERN SCISSORS
Art No: 900-138
DESCRIPTION:
Uribe Stern Scissors sharp tips, extra thin 10mm long curved blades, angled forward.

GILLS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-139
DESCRIPTION:
Gills Capsulotomy Scissors 10mm long angled blades with curved tips, sharp points.

UTHOFF GILLS CAPSULOTOMY SCISSORS
Art No: 900-140
DESCRIPTION:
Uthoff Gills Capsulotomy Scissors 10mm long angled blades with curved tips, blunt points.
BOTVIN IRIS FORCEPS
Art No: 900-201
DESCRIPTION:
Botvin Iris Forceps For peripheral iridectomies.

GILLS COLIBRI FORCEPS
Art No: 900-202
DESCRIPTION:
Gills-Colibri Forceps very fine pointed tips with tying platform.

COLIBRI FORCEPS
Art No: 900-203
DESCRIPTION:
Colibri Forceps very delicate 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm.

HARMS COLIBRI FORCEPS
Art No: 900-204
DESCRIPTION:
Harms Colibri Forceps very delicate 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.

DYSON COLIBRI FORCEPS
Art No: 900-205
DESCRIPTION:
Dyson Colibri Forceps very delicate short tips extremely thin shanks 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.

COLIBRI FORCEPS
Art No: 900-206
DESCRIPTION:
Colibri Forceps standard 1x2 teeth, 0.4mm with Tying Platform.
**Polack Corneal Suturing Forceps**

Art No: 900-207

**Description:**
Polack Corneal Suturing Forceps very delicate 1mm spread 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm.

**Hofmann Polack Corneal Suturing Forceps**

Art No: 900-208

**Description:**
Hofmann Polack Corneal Suturing Forceps with guide pin 1mm spread 1x1 teeth, 0.2mm.

**Pierse Colibri Corneal Forceps**

Art No: 900-209

**Description:**
Pierse Colibri Corneal Forceps very delicate 1x1 teeth, 0.1mm.

**Hoskin 16 Tissue Forceps**

Art No: 900-210

**Description:**
Hoskin #16 Tissue Forceps fine grooved tips curved.

**Hoskin 18 Tissue Forceps**

Art No: 900-211

**Description:**
Hoskin #18 Tissue Forceps fine grooved tips straight.

**Hoskin 19 Tissue Forceps**

Art No: 900-212

**Description:**
Hoskin #19 Tissue Forceps micro grooved tips straight.
HOSKIN 22 TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-213
DESCRIPTION:
Hoskin #22 Tissue Forceps micro grooved tips colibri style.

HOSKIN 28 TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-214
DESCRIPTION:
Hoskin #28 Tissue Forceps very delicate micro grooved tips straight.

HOSKIN 30 TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-215
DESCRIPTION:
Hoskin #30 Tissue Forceps very delicate micro grooved tips colibri style.

HOSKIN 34 FORCEPS
Art No: 900-216
DESCRIPTION:
Hoskin #34 Forceps pointed tips colibri style.

PIERSE CORNEAL FORCEPS
Art No: 900-217
DESCRIPTION:
Pierse Corneal Forceps very delicate 1x1 teeth, 0.1mm straight.

FECHTNER CONJUNCTIVA FORCEPS
Art No: 900-218
DESCRIPTION:
Fechtner Conjunctiva Forceps very delicate ring shaped tips with tying platform.
CASTROVIEJO COLIBRI FORCEPS
Art No: 900-219
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Colibri Forceps very delicate 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm.

HARMS COLIBRI FORCEPS
Art No: 900-220
DESCRIPTION:
Harms-Colibri Forceps very delicate 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.

HYDE CORNEAL FORCEPS
Art No: 900-221
DESCRIPTION:
Hyde Corneal Forceps 2x2 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.

BONN FORCEPS
Art No: 900-222
DESCRIPTION:
Bonn Forceps very delicate 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm.

BONN FORCEPS
Art No: 900-223
DESCRIPTION:
Bonn Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.

THORPE CORNEAL FORCEPS
Art No: 900-224
DESCRIPTION:
Thorpe Corneal Forceps 2x3 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.
MCPHERSON TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-225
DESCRIPTION:
McPherson Tissue Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.4mm with tying platform Straight.

KELMAN MCPHERSON FORCEPS
Art No: 900-227
DESCRIPTION:
Kelman-McPherson Forceps 8mm long jaws 1x2 teeth, 0.3mm.

MCPHERSON TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-226
DESCRIPTION:
McPherson Tissue Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.4mm with tying platform Curved.

HOFER MCPHERSON FORCEPS
Art No: 900-228
DESCRIPTION:
Hoffer McPherson Forceps very delicate 11mm long jaws 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm.

CASTROVIEJO SUTURING FORCEPS
Art No: 900-229
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Suturing Forceps 1x2 teeth with tying platform.

SNIDER CASTROVIEJO SUTURING FORCEPS
Art No: 900-230
DESCRIPTION:
Snider Castroviejo Suturing Forceps with guide pin 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.
STERN CASTROvieJO Fixation Forceps
Art No: 900-231
DESCRIPTION:
Stern Castroviejo Fixation Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.5mm with lock.

MOODY Fixation Forceps
Art No: 900-232
DESCRIPTION:
Moody Fixation Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.5mm with lock right.

MOODY Fixation Forceps
Art No: 900-233
DESCRIPTION:
Moody Fixation Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.5mm with lock left.

HELVESTON Fixation Forceps
Art No: 900-234
DESCRIPTION:
Helveston Fixation Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.6mm For globe fixation during strabismus procedures.

Girard Corneoscleral Forceps
Art No: 900-235
DESCRIPTION:
Girard Corneoscleral Forceps 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm with tying platform.

Maumenee-Colibri Corneal Forceps
Art No: 900-236
DESCRIPTION:
Maumenee-Colibri Corneal Forceps very delicate 1x2 teeth, 0.12mm.
BISHOP HARMON TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-237
DESCRIPTION:
Bishop Harmon Tissue Forceps
1x2 teeth standard.

BISHOP HARMON TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-238
DESCRIPTION:
Bishop Harmon Tissue Forceps
1x2 teeth delicate.

BISHOP HARMON DRESSING FORCEPS
Art No: 900-239
DESCRIPTION:
Bishop Harmon Dressing Forceps
criss-cross serrated tips.

SAUER FIXATION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-240
DESCRIPTION:
Sauer Fixation Forceps 1x2 teeth.

MANHATTAN EYE & EAR FIXATION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-241
DESCRIPTION:
Manhattan Eye & Ear Fixation Forceps
1x2 teeth with tying platform.

DRESSING FORCEPS
Art No: 900-242
DESCRIPTION:
Dressing Forceps serrated, delicate straight.
DRESSING FORCEPS
Art No: 900-243
DESCRIPTION:
Dressing Forceps serrated, delicate curved.

TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-244
DESCRIPTION:
Tissue Forceps 1x2 teeth, delicate straight.

TISSUE FORCEPS
Art No: 900-245
DESCRIPTION:
Tissue Forceps 1x2 teeth, delicate curved.

LESTER FIXATION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-246
DESCRIPTION:
Lester Fixation Forceps straight 1x2 teeth.

LESTER FIXATION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-247
DESCRIPTION:
Lester Fixation Forceps straight 2x3 teeth.

BRACKEN FIXATION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-248
DESCRIPTION:
Bracken Fixation Forceps 1x2 teeth.
ELSCHNIG FIXATION FORCEPS
Art No:   900-249
DESCRIPTION:
Elschig Fixation Forceps 1x2 teeth.

TROUTMAN SUPERIOR RECTUS FORCEPS
Art No:   900-250
DESCRIPTION:
Troutman Superior Rectus Forceps 1x2 teeth angled.

MCPHERSON TYING FORCEPS
Art No:   900-251
DESCRIPTION:
McPherson Tying Forceps 5mm long smooth jaws straight For 6-0 to 11-0 sutures.

MCPHERSON TYING FORCEPS
Art No:   900-252
DESCRIPTION:
McPherson Tying Forceps 5mm long smooth jaws angled.

KELMAN MCPHERSON FORCEPS
Art No:   900-253
DESCRIPTION:
Kelman McPherson Forceps 7.5mm long smooth jaws angled.

HABERLE MCPHERSON LENS HOLDING FORCEPS
Art No:   900-254
DESCRIPTION:
Haberle McPherson Lens Holding Forceps 7.5mm long smooth jaws angled Has diagonal groove for grasping IOL haptic.
BECHERT FORCEPS
Art No: 900-255
DESCRIPTION:
Bechert Forceps 10mm long smooth jaws angled.

GASKIN FRAGMENT FORCEPS
Art No: 900-256
DESCRIPTION:
Gaskin Fragment Forceps 11mm long smooth jaws angled.

KURSTIN FLAP STRETCHING FORCEPS
Art No: 900-257
DESCRIPTION:
Kurstin Flap Stretching Forceps Designed for stretching the flap to eliminate striae.

BURATTO LASIK FLAP FORCEPS
Art No: 900-258
DESCRIPTION:
Buratto LASIK Flap Forceps disc shaped, serrated jaws.

MENDEZ MULTI PURPOSE LASIK FORCEPS
Art No: 900-259
DESCRIPTION:
Mendez Multi-Purpose LASIK Forceps vaulted shanks spatulated jaws and tips smooth grasping surfaces for lifting, dissecting and grasping the corneal flap.

INAMURA CAPSULORRHEXIS FORCEPS
Art No: 900-260
DESCRIPTION:
Inamura Capsulorrhexis Forceps delicate tapered shanks to seal the incision during continuous curvilinear capsulorrhexis.
**UTRATA CAPSULORRHEXIS FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-261  
DESCRIPTION:  
Utrata Capsulorrhexis Forceps with landmarks at 2.5mm and 5.0mm short handle.

**KRAFF CAPSULE TAG FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-263  
DESCRIPTION:  
Kraft Capsule Tag Forceps 11mm long jaws 1.5mm long grasping tips.

**MASKET CAPSULORRHEXIS FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-262  
DESCRIPTION:  
Masket Capsulorrhexis Forceps vaulted, with landmarks at 2.5mm & 5.0mm short handle.

**NEVYAS CAPSULORRHEXIS FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-266  
DESCRIPTION:  
Nevyas Capsulorrhexis Forceps cystotome shaped tips extremely thin 11mm long shanks For penetrating and grasping the anterior capsule.
**MASKET CAPSULORRHEXIS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-267  
**DESCRIPTION:**
Masket Capsulorrhexis Forceps very delicate triangular grasping tips extremely thin 11mm long vaulted shanks.

**GIANNETTI MICS CAPSULORRHEXIS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-270  
**DESCRIPTION:**
Giannetti MICS Capsulorrhexis Forceps ultra delicate shanks and tips maximum jaw opening 2mm For performing capsulorrhexis through a 1.5mm incision.

**SINSKEY TYING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-271  
**DESCRIPTION:**
Sinskey Tying Forceps very delicate, smooth jaws For 8-0 to 11-0 sutures straight.

**JAFFE CAPSULORRHEXIS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-269  
**DESCRIPTION:**
Jaffe Capsulorrhexis Forceps very delicate round grasping tips extremely thin 11mm long shanks.

**SINSKEY TYING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-272  
**DESCRIPTION:**
Sinskey Tying Forceps very delicate, smooth jaws For 8-0 to 11-0 sutures curved.
ANIS TYING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-273  
DESCRIPTION:  
Anis Tying Forceps extra delicate, smooth jaws for 9-0 to 11-0 sutures straight.

ANIS TYING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-274  
DESCRIPTION:  
Anis Tying Forceps extra delicate, smooth jaws for 9-0 to 11-0 sutures curved.

FREEMAN JAFFE LENS HOLDING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-275  
DESCRIPTION:  
Freeman Jaffe Lens Holding Forceps with longitudinal groove for grasping IOL haptic.

JAFFE TYING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-276  
DESCRIPTION:  
Jaffe Tying Forceps very delicate, smooth jaws, 6mm long platform for 8-0 to 11-0 sutures straight.

JAFFE TYING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-277  
DESCRIPTION:  
Jaffe Tying Forceps very delicate, smooth jaws, 6mm long platform for 8-0 to 11-0 sutures curved.

TENNANT TYING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-278  
DESCRIPTION:  
Tennant Tying Forceps extra delicate, smooth jaws 6mm long platform round handle with guide pin for 9-0 to 11-0 sutures straight.
**TENANT TYING FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-279  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
Tennant Tying Forceps extra delicate, smooth jaws 6mm long platform round handle with guide pin For 9-0 to 11-0 sutures curved.

**MAUMENE TIE FFCPEPS**  
Art No: 900-280  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
Maumenee Tying Forceps concave-convex jaws round handle with guide pin For 8-0 to 11-0 sutures straight & angled.

**HARMS TYING FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-281  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
Harms Tying Forceps standard, smooth jaws For 7-0 to 9-0 sutures Straight.

**HARMS TYING FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-282  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
Harms Tying Forceps standard, smooth jaws For 7-0 to 9-0 sutures Curved.

**HELVESTON TYING FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-283  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
Helveston Tying Forceps standard, smooth jaws For 4-0 to 6-0 sutures.

**FINE TYING FORCEPS**  
Art No: 900-284  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
Fine Tying Forceps standard, smooth jaws For 7-0 to 9-0 sutures.
ARITA MEIBOMIAN
Art No: 900-285
DESCRIPTION:
Arita Meibomian Gland Compressor broad, smoothly polished jaws Designed to gently express meibum from inflamed or occluded meibomian glands.

BARRAQUER CILIA FORCEPS
Art No: 900-286
DESCRIPTION:
Barraquer Cilia Forceps lightly angled Textured jaws provide superior grasping capabilities.

CILIA FORCEPS
Art No: 900-287
DESCRIPTION:
Cilia Forceps slanted jaws gold plated.

GRADLE CILIA FORCEPS
Art No: 900-288
DESCRIPTION:
Gradle Cilia Forceps smooth jaws.

BONACCOLTO CONJUNCTIVA FORCEPS
Art No: 900-289
DESCRIPTION:
Bonaccolto Conjunctiva Forceps longitudinally serrated jaws with cross serrations at tips.

NUGENT UTILITY FORCEPS
Art No: 900-290
DESCRIPTION:
Nugent Utility Forceps
GOLD PUNCTAL PLUG FORCEPS
Art No: 900-291
DESCRIPTION:
Gold Punctal Plug Forceps 0.2mm wide longitudinal groove inside jaw pointed tips.

FOREIGN BODY FORCEPS
Art No: 900-292
DESCRIPTION:
Foreign Body Forceps straight.

UTILITY & SPLINTER FORCEPS
Art No: 900-293
DESCRIPTION:
Utility & Splinter Forceps pointed, short jaws Suitable for epilation.

JEWELERS FORCEPS
Art No: 900-294
DESCRIPTION:
Jewelers Forceps standard, straight

JEWELERS FORCEPS
Art No: 900-295
DESCRIPTION:
Jewelers Forceps delicate, straight #2.

JEWELERS FORCEPS
Art No: 900-296
DESCRIPTION:
Jewelers Forceps delicate, straight #3.
**JEWELERS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-297
DESCRIPTION:
Jewelers Forceps delicate, straight #4.

**JEWELERS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-298
DESCRIPTION:
Jewelers Forceps extra delicate, straight #5.

**Osher Iris Forceps**
Art No: 900-299
DESCRIPTION:
Osher Iris Forceps very fine textured jaws angled.

**JEWELERS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-300
DESCRIPTION:
Jewelers Forceps extra delicate, angled #5/45.

**JEWELERS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-301
DESCRIPTION:
Jewelers Forceps curved #7.

**SUTURE REMOVAL FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-302
DESCRIPTION:
Suture Removal Forceps very fine pointed tips with textured jaws ideal for grasping wet sutures.
Jaffe Utility Forceps
Art No: 900-303
DESCRIPTION:
Jaffe Utility Forceps very delicate smooth jaws curved.

Arruga Capsule Forceps
Art No: 900-304
DESCRIPTION:
Arruga Capsule Forceps

Akhoshi Phaco PreChopper
Art No: 900-305
DESCRIPTION:
Akhoshi Phaco PreChopper 4.5mm long delicate jaws with sharp tips For cracking, dividing and rotating the nucleus without sculpting.

Ernest Nucleus Cracker
Art No: 900-306
DESCRIPTION:
Ernest Nucleus Cracker extra delicate cross-action serrated paddle shaped jaws For cracking the nucleus through a 2.5mm incision.

Ernest Micro Nucleus Cracker
Art No: 900-307
DESCRIPTION:
Ernest Micro Nucleus Cracker extra delicate cross-action serrated paddle tips For cracking the nucleus through a 2mm incision.

Dodick Nucleus Cracker Cross-Action
Art No: 900-308
DESCRIPTION:
Dodick Nucleus Cracker cross-action longitudinally serrated paddle shaped jaws For cracking the nucleus through a 3.0mm incision.
**HU FEMTO FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-309  
DESCRIPTION:  
Hu Femto Forceps blunted 0.3mm tips cross-action mechanism For opening incisions created with a femtosecond laser.

**ALFONSO NUCLEUS FRAGMENT FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-310  
DESCRIPTION:  
Alfonso Nucleus Fragment Forceps two short rows of delicate interlocking teeth For grasping and extracting nucleus fragments during manual small incision surgery.

**ROSENWASSER DONOR**
Art No: 900-311  
DESCRIPTION:  
Rosenwasser Donor Lamella Inserting Forceps thin vaulted 12mm long shanks precalibrated heel stop to limit closing.

**LIVERNOIS FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-312  
DESCRIPTION:  
Livernois Forceps concave jaw surfaces For soft IOLs.

**STEINERT IOL INSERTING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-313  
DESCRIPTION:  
Steinert IOL Inserting Forceps conically shaped jaws with flat inside surfaces Used for folding and inserting soft IOLs.

**LIVERNOIS IOL HOLDING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-314  
DESCRIPTION:  
Livernois IOL Holding Forceps highly polished round jaws For holding a soft IOL while folding with an inserting forceps Straight.
**LIVERNOIS IOL HOLDING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-315
DESCRIPTION:
Livernois IOL Holding Forceps highly polished round jaws For holding a soft IOL while folding with an inserting forceps Curved.

**LIVERNOIS MCDONALD**
Art No: 900-316
DESCRIPTION:
Livernois McDonald IOL Inserting Forceps 5mm long concave jaws unique cross-action For inserting silicone IOLs.

**ERNEST MCDONALD IOL**
Art No: 900-317
DESCRIPTION:
Ernest McDonald IOL Inserting Forceps straight jaws low profile unique cross-action For thin silicone IOLs.

**ERNEST MCDONALD IOL INSERTING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-318
DESCRIPTION:
Ernest McDonald IOL Inserting Forceps straight jaws low profile unique cross-action For thin silicone IOLs.

**ERNEST MCDONALD II IOL INSERTING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-319
DESCRIPTION:
Ernest McDonald II IOL Inserting Forceps 5mm long straight jaws extra low profile unique cross-action For thin silicone IOLs.

**FAULKNER LENS HOLDING FORCEPS**
Art No: 900-320
DESCRIPTION:
Faulkner Lens Holding Forceps round, smooth jaws For holding soft IOLs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument Type</th>
<th>Art No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buratto Soft IOL Inserting Forceps</td>
<td>900-321</td>
<td>Extra delicate highly polished convex jaws For foldable acrylic and thin silicone IOLs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaleck Soft IOL Inserting Forceps</td>
<td>900-322</td>
<td>Delicate highly polished convex jaws For foldable acrylic and thin silicone IOLs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest McDonald IOL Inserting Forceps</td>
<td>900-323</td>
<td>Polished bi-convex jaws unique cross-action For acrylic IOLs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bechert Lens Holding Forceps</td>
<td>900-324</td>
<td>Very delicate flat jaws gently curved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kratz Lens Holding Forceps</td>
<td>900-325</td>
<td>Very delicate narrow jaws curved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaydes Lens Holding Forceps</td>
<td>900-326</td>
<td>Very delicate narrow jaws angled 45 degree.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHEPARD LENS HOLDING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-327  
DESCRIPTION:  
Shepard Lens Holding Forceps duckbill shaped jaws gently curved.  

CLAYMAN LENS HOLDING FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-328  
DESCRIPTION:  
Clayman Lens Holding Forceps delicate angled jaws gently curved.  

JAMESON MUSCLE FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-329  
DESCRIPTION:  
Jameson Muscle Forceps with slide lock 4 teeth, right.  

JAMESON MUSCLE FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-330  
DESCRIPTION:  
Jameson Muscle Forceps with slide lock 4 teeth, left.  

BERKE PTOSIS FORCEPS  
Art No: 900-331  
DESCRIPTION:  
Berke Ptosis Forceps with slide lock longitudinally grooved jaws.  

PTOSIS LID CLAMP  
Art No: 900-332  
DESCRIPTION:  
Ptosis Lid Clamp 6-pin, concave longitudinal grooves in tips sliding lock.
ERHARDT LID FORCEPS
Art No: 900-333
DESCRIPTION: ERHARDT LID FORCEPS

LAMBERT CHALAZION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-335
DESCRIPTION: Lambert Chalazion Forceps round, 8mm I.D.

DOWNES LID CLAMP
Art No: 900-334
DESCRIPTION: Downes Lid Clamp Designed for protecting the eye and holding the lid margin during upper lid laser blepharoplasty.

HUNT CHALAZION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-336
DESCRIPTION: Hunt Chalazion Forceps round, 12mm I.D.

Baird Chalazion Forceps oval, 11 x 8mm I.D. small.

FRANCIS CHALAZION FORCEPS
Art No: 900-338
DESCRIPTION: Francis Chalazion Forceps oval, 14 x 11mm I.D. medium.
MCPHERSON NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-401
DESCRIPTION:
Mcpherson Needle Holder very delicate jaws, straight with Lock & without Lock.

MCPHERSON NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-402
DESCRIPTION:
Mcpherson Needle Holder very delicate jaws, curved with Lock & without Lock.

JAFFE NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-403
DESCRIPTION:
Jaffe Needle Holder delicate conical jaws straight, Lock & without Lock.

JAFFE NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-404
DESCRIPTION:
Jaffe Needle Holder delicate conical jaws curved Lock & without Lock.
CASTROVIEJO NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-405
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Needle Holder delicate jaws, 
straight with Lock & without Lock.

CASTROVIEJO NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-406
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Needle Holder delicate jaws, 
Curved with Lock & without Lock.

CASTROVIEJO NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-407
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Needle Holder standard jaws, 
straight, with lock.

CASTROVIEJO NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No: 900-408
DESCRIPTION:
Castroviejo Needle Holder standard jaws, 
curved, with lock.
KALT NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:   900-409
DESCRIPTION:
Kalt Needle Holder delicate smooth jaws straight.

DREWS NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:   900-410
DESCRIPTION:
Drews Needle Holder extra delicate jaws straight & curved, with lock and without lock.

BARRAQUER NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:   900-411
DESCRIPTION:
Barraquer Needle Holder short model very delicate jaws straight, with lock and without lock.

BARRAQUER NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:   900-412
DESCRIPTION:
Barraquer Needle Holder short model very delicate jaws curved, with lock and without lock.
TROUTMAN NEEDLE HOLDER  
Art No: 900-413  
DESCRIPTION: Troutman Needle Holder delicate jaws, strongly curved, with lock & without lock.

BARRAQUER NEEDLE HOLDER  
Art No: 900-414  
DESCRIPTION: Barraquer Needle Holder delicate jaws, straight with lock & without lock.

BARRAQUER NEEDLE HOLDER  
Art No: 900-415  
DESCRIPTION: Barraquer Needle Holder delicate jaws, curved with lock & without lock.

BARRAQUER NEEDLE HOLDER  
Art No: 900-416  
DESCRIPTION: Barraquer Needle Holder delicate jaws, curved.
BARRAQUER NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:  900-417
DESCRIPTION:
Barraquer Needle Holder standard jaws, curved.

ANIS NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:  900-418
DESCRIPTION:
Anis Needle Holder extra delicate jaws, straight, with lock & without lock.

ANIS NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:  900-419
DESCRIPTION:
Anis Needle Holder extra delicate jaws, curved, with lock & without lock.

NEEDLE HOLDER
Art No:  900-420
DESCRIPTION:
Needle Holder extra delicate jaws straight with lock & without lock.
Industries

Eye Instruments

Strabismus hook
Art No: 900-501

Curette
Art No: 900-502

Lense Expressor
Art No: 900-503

Wire Vectus
Art No: 900-504

Bimanual Hand Irrigation
Art No: 900-505

Bimanual Hand Aspiration
Art No: 900-506

Double Ended Lachrymal Dilator
Art No: 900-507

Lachrymal Dilator Fine Taper
Art No: 900-508

Medium Taper
Art No: 900-509

Heavy Taper
Art No: 900-510

Nagahara Chopper
Art No: 900-511

Sinskey Hook
Art No: 900-512

Caliper 20mm
Art No: 900-513

Fixed Caliper
Art No: 900-514
**Cannulas**

- **Irrigation Vectus**
  - Art No: 900-523

- **Hydro Desection**
  - Art No: 900-524

- **Polisher**
  - Art No: 900-525

- **Air Injection**
  - Art No: 900-526

- **Sublinon**
  - Art No: 900-527

- **Irrigation Vectus**
  - Art No: 900-528

- **Simcoe A/I 0.33 Port**
  - Art No: 900-529
Lieberman Speculum
Art No: 900-530

Clark Speculum
Art No: 900-531

Squeeze Handle
Art No: 900-532

Intraocular Scissors
Squeeze Handle, Straight
Art No: 900-533